
  

 

Articulated human tracking is one of the most active areas in computer 
vision due to its numerous applications. However, it still remains a 
major challenge due to the high complexity and dimensionality of the 
human pose space, which impact negatively on existing trackers
reducing their reliability at reconstructing human-like poses and making 
recovery from failure impossible.  

Such difficulties have led to the development of approaches that 
address the size of the solution space, either using efficient search 
strategies such as annealing [1] and space partition 
dimensionality [3,4,5,6]. Since computational cost increases with space 
dimensionality, many dimensionality reduction metho
developed and explored as prior models for articulated human tracking.
However, these processes may result in a loss of generality by 
compressing important information such as style, intra
and inter-subject variability. 

In this paper we propose to address those natural limitations of 
model priors for articulated motion tracking. Tracking priors are learned 
by applying Generalised Laplacian Eigenmaps (GLE)
produce general manifolds allows preserving both 
and stylistic variations among people and activities.
suggest a novel and integrated Graph-based tracking scheme
consistent with the prior formation process. 

Prior model learning: GLE. We present a new DR method
Generalised Laplacian Eigenmaps (GLE), which combines temporal 
stylistic information as integral part of its objective function. 
temporal structure and the style variance of the original data
expressed as complementary constraints, by building neighbourhood 
graphs GT and GS between the training samples. In this manner, local 
style neighbours as well as local temporal neighbours are placed nearby 
in the embedded space without the need of enforcing any artificial 
embedded geometry as in [6]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Manifolds created using GLE. Left: Mocap data from 
containing 3 variations of an activity (walking, fast walking and 
running). Centre: Mocap data from 3 subjects (red, green and blue) and 
with 3 variations of an activity per sequence. Right: 
profile view, 3 subjects (red, green and blue), two variations (walking 
and fast walking) 

Graph-based PF. This prior embedding supports a specialised particl
filter in two ways. First it supplies a propagation model with both 
temporal (dynamic model) and stylistic constraints
applied to different scenarios and actors. Secondly it provides 
automatically a suitable process noise model in the m
from training data. This prevents divergence towards invalid poses in the 
low dimensional space by ensuring motion in the vicinity of the 
manifold; this also increases the probability of recovering after failure.

Since GLE connectivity graphs regulate the proximity and locality 
of the poses on the manifold, this connectivity is exploited to 
and predict plausible hypotheses. Thus, we propose to replace the 
traditional deterministic propagation and prediction steps of particle 
filters by a stochastic propagation based on a triple resampling process.
This graph-based resampling process associates each particle 
training points in the manifold mk and projects particles in time and style 
based on the temporal GT and stylistic �� graphs. Conceptually, given a 
previous position of a particle ����� , the prediction �
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Figure 2: Results for graph-based Particle
(HumanEva II) sequence using bi-directional silhouettes as observation.

Results. The proposed algorithm is validated using a standard and well
known framework for articulated human pose estimation and tracking, 
HumanEVA. We demonstrate how 
added robustness preventing divergence from the manifold
improvement, in combination with the capacity of GLE for representing 
stylistic variations, is able to cope with the running phase, the walk
phase and their transitions, outperforming other state of the art 
methodologies. 
 

Table 1: Performance comparison on HumanEVA II. Results are given 
for frames [1-437] (before divergence of all the methods)
observation functions were used, i.e.
(E+S) and based on bidirectional silhouettes (BS).

Error [cm] (std dev) 

E+S PF 

E+S APF [1] 

E+S GPLVM-PF [5] 

E+S GLE-PF 

E+S GLE-GbPF 

BS PF* 

BS GLE-GbPF* 
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